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Abstract. The agent development paradigm poses many challenges to software engi-
neering researchers, particularly when the systems are distributed and open. They 
have little or no control over the actions that agents can perform. Laws are restrictions 
imposed by a control mechanism to deal with uncertainty and to promote open system 
dependability. In this paper, we present a high-level event driven conceptual model of 
laws. XMLaw is an alternative approach to specifying laws in open multi-agent sys-
tems that presents high level abstractions and a flexible underlying event-based model. 
Thus XMLaw allows for flexible composition of the elements from its conceptual 
model and is flexible enough to accept new elements.  
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1  Introduction 

The agent development paradigm poses many challenges to software engineering re-
searchers, particularly when the systems are distributed and open to accepting new 
modules that have been independently developed by third parties. Such systems have 
little or no control over the actions that agents can perform. As open distributed appli-
cations proliferate the need for dependable operation becomes essential. 
There has been considerable research addressing the notion that the specification of 
such open multi-agent systems (MAS) should include laws that define behaviors in an 
open system [17][18][19]. Laws are restrictions imposed by a control mechanism to ta-
me uncertainty and to promote open system dependability [6][20]. In this sense, such a 
mechanism should perform an active role in monitoring and verifying whether the be-
havior of agents is in conformance with the laws. We call this mechanism a govern-
ance mechanism. Examples of governance mechanisms are LGI [6], Islander [10] and 
MLaw [21]. 

Governance for open multi-agent systems can be viewed as an approach that aims 
to establish and enforce some structure, set of norms or conventions to articulate or 
restrain interactions in order to make agents more effective in attaining their goals or 
more predictable [22]. 

A governance approach has to deal with two important issues: a conceptual model 
(also called a domain language, or meta model) and the implementation mechanism 
that supports the specification and enforcement of laws based on the conceptual 
model. The content of this paper is mainly about the former. 

In the conceptual model, the approach describes what elements designers can use 
when specifying the law. The model specifies the vocabulary and the grammar (or ru-
les) that designers can use to design and implement the laws. The model has a decisive 
impact on how easy it is to specify and maintain the laws. It is the approach to design 
that largely determines the complexity of the related software. When the software be-
comes too complex, the software can no longer be well enough understood to be easily 
changed or extended. By contrast, a good design can make opportunities out of those 
complex features [23]. 

In 1987, Minsky published the first ideas about laws [27] and in 2000, he published 
a seminal paper about the role of interaction laws on distributed systems [6], which he 
called Law-Governed Interaction (LGI). Since then he has conducted further work and 
experimentation based on those ideas [24][25][26]. Although LGI can be used in a vari-
ety of application domains, its conceptual model is composed of abstractions basically 
related to low level information about communication issues (such as the primitives 
disconnected, reconnected, forward, and sending or receiving of messages). While it 
can be possible to specify complex interaction rules based on such low level abstrac-
tions, they may not be adequate for the design of the laws pertaining to complex sys-
tems. This inadequacy occurs because, once the laws in the domain level are mapped 
to the many low level primitives, the original idea of the law is lost, as it is spread over 
many low level primitives. This is basically the problem of having a language that 
provides abstractions that are too far removed from the domain. When developing 
complex interactive systems, we need higher-level abstractions to represent laws in 
order to reduce complexity and achieve resultant productivity. 
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The Electronic Institution (EI) [10] is another approach that provides support for in-
teraction laws. An EI has a set of high-level abstractions that allow for the specification 
of laws using concepts such as agent roles, norms and scenes. Historically, the first i-
deas appeared when the authors analyzed the fish market domain [28]. They realized 
that to achieve a certain degree of regulation over the actions of the agents, real world 
institutions are needed to define a set of behavioral rules, a set of workers (or staff a-
gents), and a set of observers (or governors) that monitor and enforce the rules. Based 
on these ideas, they proposed a set of abstractions and a software implementation. 
However, although EI provides high level abstractions, its model is quite inflexible wi-
th respect to change. The property of flexibility is quite important since the research in 
interaction laws is under constant evolution, and consequently the model that repre-
sents the law abstractions and their underlying implementation should also be able to 
evolve. One example of evolution is the use of laws for providing support to the im-
plementation of dependability concerns. In this situation, the monitoring of laws may 
allow the detection of unexpected behaviors of the system and corresponding recovery 
actions. 

The question is how can a conceptual model of laws evolve if we do not know in 
advance the nature of the changes? The answer to this question is that there is no way 
to foresee which parts are going to change. However, it is possible to use a basic un-
derlying model that is inherently flexible. Event-based systems lead to flexible systems 
mainly because they avoid direct dependencies among the modules. Instead, the de-
pendency is between the modules and the events they produce or consume. 

In general, event-driven software design avoids any direct connection between the 
unit in charge of executing an operation and those in charge of deciding when to exe-
cute it. Event-driven techniques lead to a low coupling among modules and have 
gained acceptance because of their help in building flexible system designs [1]. In an 
event-based architecture, software components interact by generating and consuming 
events. When an event in a component (called source) occurs, all other components 
(called recipients) that have declared interest in the event are notified. This paradigm 
appears to support a flexible and effective interaction among highly reconfigurable 
software components [2], and has been applied successfully in very different domains, 
such as graphical user interfaces, complex distributed systems [2], component-based 
systems [4] and software integration [5]. Many of these approaches use event-based 
systems to manage changes in the software that cannot be anticipated during design 
[4][3]. Such changes are generally driven by a better understanding of the domain, and 
by external factors (such as strategic, political or budget decisions). 

In this paper, we present a high-level event driven conceptual model of laws. The 
focus is to highlight the “high-level” and “event-driven” aspects of the model, instead 
of presenting in detail the model itself. We do not claim that the abstractions of the 
proposed conceptual model are better than the ones in related approaches. Instead, we 
claim that the model is composed of a rich set of high level abstractions which enable, 
for instance, the specification of complex laws that can even interact with many cur-
rent technologies (such as web services). The model is specified based on the event-
driven paradigm. As a result, new elements can be easily introduced in the model.  

The idea is that each element should be able to listen to and generate events. For ex-
ample, if the model has the notion of norms, then this norm element should generate 
events that are potentially important to other elements, such as lifecycle events, norm 
activation, sanction applications and so on. The norm is also able to listen for events 
generated by other elements of the conceptual model, and then can react accordingly. 
For example, if in the conceptual model there is an element that models the notion of 
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time, such as an alarm clock, then norms may listen to alarm clock notifications and 
their behavior becomes sensitive to time variations. This leads to very flexible and po-
werful relationships among the elements. Furthermore, if there is a need to introduce a 
new element in the model, then most of the work is restricted to connecting this new 
element to the events to which it needs to react, and to discover which events this new 
element should propagate. 

The flexibility achieved by using the event-driven approach at a high-level of ab-
straction is not present in the other high-level approaches [10][34]. The advantages 
claimed by the use of events as a modeling element are also present in Minsky’s ap-
proach [6] as a low level of abstraction. In this paper, we show in detail how to map 
our high level approach to Minsky’s in such a way that we illustrate that we can also 
achieve all the results he has produced so far (we are not addressing efficiency and se-
curity issues).  

At the implementation level, we have developed middleware that supports the in-
terpretation and enforcement of the specification and treats each element of the con-
ceptual model as a component that is able to generate and sense events. The presenta-
tion of the middleware implementation is outside the scope of this paper and can be 
found in [15][13]. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the proposed solution as a step 
in solving the stated problem. In section 3 we relate our research to previous work, ex-
plaining how the problem of flexibility and evolution has been addressed. Section 4 
shows two case studies where the model is applied and compared to related work. Fi-
nally, in Section 5, we present some discussions about the contents of this paper and 
future work. 

2  XMLaw: An Event-Driven Model 

In this section, we present a partial view of XMLaw the conceptual model of laws and 
show how a new element can be added and connected to other elements through e-
vents. The full description of the XMLaw is described in [11] [20]. 

Fig. 1 shows the elements that compose the XMLaw conceptual model. The term 
conceptual model has the same meaning adopted by OMG1 to refer to the UML con-
ceptual model. This model can be viewed as composed of elements that cover many 
dimensions of the design of laws. As we could not find any related taxonomy in the 
literature, we are using the following ad-hoc classification: 

Time – this dimension supports the specification of laws that are sensitive to time. 
For example, certain rules can have deadlines, expiration dates, and cyclical time-
dependent behavior.  

In the model, the Clock element represents this dimension. Clocks represent time 
restrictions or controls and can be used to activate other law elements. Clocks indicate 
that a certain period has elapsed producing clock_tick events. Once activated, a clock 
can generate clock_tick events. Clocks are activated and deactivated by law elements. 

Social – this dimension supports  the social relationships and interactions among 
the agents. Examples of social relationships are master-slave in some distributed sys-
tems and employer-employee in company environments.  

                                                      

1 Object Management Group – www.omg.org 
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The model has three elements in this dimension: Agent, Role and Message. The 
Agent represents a software agent that is interacting with the other agents under the 
rules of the laws. There is no assumption about what language or architecture has been 
used to implement the agents. A role is a domain-specific representation of the respon-
sibilities, abilities and expected behavior of an agent. It is useful to provide an abstrac-
tion for roles that is not related to the individuals playing the role. The Message ele-
ment models a message exchanged among agents. 

Structural – this dimension encompasses every type of structure used to describe 
the laws. They usually define modular contexts for which the laws are valid.  

There are two elements in this dimension: Scene and Law. The idea of scenes is 
similar to the one in theater plays, where actors follow well defined scripts, and the 
whole play is composed of many sequentially connected scenes. A scene models a con-
text of interaction where a protocol, actions, clocks and norms can be composed to rep-
resent complex normative situations. Furthermore, from the problem modeling point 
of view, a scene allows decomposition of the problem into smaller and more manage-
able pieces of information. The Law element is a context where all the other elements 
can be grouped. This is the most general element, and it does not belong to any other 
element. 

Restrictive – this dimension contains elements with a focus on restricting the set of 
actions that agents are allowed to perform in a given context. The model provides five 
elements in this dimension: Protocol, State, Transition, Norm, and Constraint.  

A protocol defines the possible states through which an agent interaction can 
evolve. Transitions between states can be fired by any XMLaw event. Therefore, proto-
cols specify the expected sequence of events in the interactions among the agents.  

There are three types of norms in XMLaw: obligations, permissions and prohibi-
tions. The obligation norm defines a commitment that software agents acquire while 
interacting with other entities. For instance, the winner of an auction is obliged to pay 
the committed value and this commitment might contain some penalties to avoid 
breaking this rule. The permission norm defines the rights of a software agent at a 
given moment. For example, the winner of an auction has permission to interact with a 
bank provider through a payment protocol. Finally, the prohibition norm defines for-
bidden actions for a software agent at a given moment; for instance, if an agent does 
not pay its debts, future participation in a scene will be prohibited. 

Constraints are restrictions over norms or transitions and generally specify filters 
for events, constraining the allowed values for a specific attribute of an event. For in-
stance, messages carry information that is enforced in various ways. A message pat-
tern enforces the message structure fields. However, a message pattern does not de-
scribe what the allowed values for specific attributes are, but constraints can be used 
for this purpose. In this way, developers are free to build as complex a constraint as it 
is needed for their applications.  

Service – this dimension is related to the interaction between the laws and the ser-
vices that exist in the environment. 

The action element belongs to this dimension. An action supports the definition of 
the moment when the mediator should call a domain-specific service. 
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Fig. 1. The XMLaw conceptual model 

 

Those elements of the model are connected through an event-based paradigm mak-
ing it possible to achieve flexible behaviors through composition. For example, the 
norm element can be composed with the transition that creates an awareness of transi-
tion activation and thus behave properly. The pseudo code listed in Table 1 illustrates 
this idea. Other elements can also be composed to achieve complex behavior. For ex-
ample, suppose that the buyer from the norm 1 in Table 1 now has to fulfill the obliga-
tion in at most 10 minutes. Then, this norm should incorporate some sense of time. In 
order to achieve that, we could compose the norm with the clock to reach the desired 
effect. Table 2 shows how this composition could be achieved. First, the clock listens to 
hear when the norm is given to the buyer. Then, the clock starts to count the ten min-
utes, and when this time has elapsed, the clock generates a clock_tick event. This 
clock_tick is then heard by norm2, which then prohibits any further interaction for the 
agent playing the buyer role. 

In this scenario, the norm element was not originally designed or conceived to in-
corporate the notion of time, and the clock did not incorporate the notion of norms. 
The low coupling among these two elements caused by an event-based approach has 
lead to a flexible model of composition, even when the composition is not anticipated. 
 
Table 1 – Pseudo code for activating a norm due to the firing of a transition 
… 
t1(s0,s1, message_arrival(m1) ) 
… 
norm1{ 
   give obligation to buyer when listen(transition_activation(t1)) 
} 
… 

 
Table 2 – Pseudo code for composing the norm with the clock 
… 
t1(s0,s1, message_arrival(m1) ) 
clock1{ 
   start to count when listen(norm_activation(norm1)) 
   count until 10 min and generate(clock_tick(clock1)) 
} 
… 
norm1{ 
   give obligation to buyer when listen(transition_activation(t1)) 
} 
norm2{ 
   prohibit all interactions from buyer when listen(clock_tick(clock1)) 
} 
… 
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The evolution of the conceptual model of XMLaw has been influenced by the ex-
periments we have been conducting. One special evolution applied to the original 
model was driven by the need for interacting with some services provided by the envi-
ronment. In some cases, the laws could specify when and how to perform recovery ac-
tions; notify other stakeholders about changes in the  law (through web services, for 
example), update database information and so on.  

Based on these experiences, we have specified one more element, which is called 
Action. Actions are domain-specific Java code that runs in an integrated manner with 
XMLaw specifications. Actions can be used to plug services into a governance mecha-
nism. For instance, a mechanism can call a debit service from a bank agent to charge 
the purchase of an item automatically during a negotiation. In this case, we specify in 
the XMLaw that there is a class that is able to perform the debit. Of course, this notion 
could also be extended to support other technologies instead of Java, such as direct in-
vocation of web-services. Thus, these experiments demonstrate how a new action ele-
ment can be included in the event-based model. 

Within the event model, the action can be integrated with the other elements by 
making actions able to listen to the other events. In this way, it would be possible to 
activate an action because of a clock activation, a norm activation, transitions and all 
the other events. On the other hand, to make the other elements able to react to actions, 
there is no need for changes, once the other elements can sense events; one can specify 
a listener for action activations. 

Table 3 shows a situation where the action is activated by a transition, and then a 
clock is activated because of the action. 
Table 3 – Pseudo code for composing the norm with the clock 
… 
t1(s0,s1, message_arrival(m1) ) 
clock1{ 
   start to count when listen(action_activation(action1)) 
   count until 5 sec. and generate(clock_tick(clock1)) 
} 
action1{ 
   run “charge item in the bank” when listen(transition_activation(t1)) 
} 
… 

 
Although, the examples shown in this section are simple, they illustrate the conse-
quences of having a flexible conceptual model. The conceptual model is usually map-
ped to some language (graphical or textual) that allows the specification of laws. The 
second step is to build an interpreter that is able to read the specification and verify the 
compliance of the specification with the actual system behavior. The underlying event-
based model can also be smoothly mapped to the implementation level, so  the inter-
preter will also be flexible as it follows the same principles. We have implemented 
middleware, called M-Law [15] (Middleware for LAWs), that uses a component-based 
abstraction to represent each element of the conceptual model and an event-based mo-
del to make communication among the components possible. 

2.1  The Event-Driven Model Definition 

All the elements of the meta-model are able to sense and generate events, more pre-

cisely, let E  be the set composed of the following elements: {Law, Scene, Norm, Clock, 

Protocol, State, Transition, Action, Constraint, Agent, Message, Role}, and let e  denote 

an element of E , i.e., Ee ∈ , then each e is able to sense and generate events. 
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As can be seen in Fig. 2, every e has the same basic lifecycle. It is important to notice 
that there is no restriction over which event can activate an element, this information 
provided through the law specification and therefore it is loosely coupled with the 
model.  

idle active

event

event  
Fig. 2. Generic Law Element Lifecycle 

Table 4 shows an example where the specification of the type of event that activates 
an element, in this case a clock, is just expressed in the law (for readability purposes 
the codes written in XMLaw presented in this paper use a simplified syntax which is 
more compact than the one used in early XMLaw publications). Line 16 says that a 
clock is activated (goes from idle to active state) when transitions t1 or t4 fire, and it is 
deactivated (goes from active to idle state) when transitions t2, t3 or t4 fire. 
Table 4 – Defining the events that activate an element 
… 
08:    t1{s1->s2, propose} 
09:    t2{s2->s3, accept} 
10:    t3{s2->s4, decline} 
11:    t4{s2->s2, propose}  
... 
16:    clock{5000,regular, (t1,t4),(t2,t3,t4)} 
… 

This very simple event mechanism has important consequences. It allows for a 
flexible and uncoupled composition of elements, and also allows for changes in the 
model. For example, when it is necessary to handle dependability concerns [30][31]. 

3  Relating the Model to Other Approaches 

3.1  Relating the Model to a Lower Level Event-Based Approach 

Minsky [6] proposed a coordination and control mechanism called law governed in-
teraction (LGI). This mechanism is based on two basic principles: the local nature of 
the LGI laws and the decentralization of law enforcement. The local nature of LGI laws 
means that a law can regulate explicitly only local events at individual home agents, 
where a home agent is the agent being regulated by the laws; the ruling for an event e 
can depend only on e itself, and on the local home agent’s context; and the ruling for 
an event can mandate only local operations to be carried out at the home agent. On the 
other hand, the decentralization of law enforcement is an architectural decision argued 
as necessary for achieving scalability. 

LGI has a rich set of events that can be monitored on each controller. Once these 
events are monitored, it is possible to use operations in order to implement the law. 
The union of events and operations is the conceptual model of LGI. The LGI concep-
tual model was conceived to deal with architectural decisions to achieve a high degree 
of robustness. This has lead to a model composed of low level primitives. Although the 
primitives are adequate for many classes of problems, it is necessary sometimes to use 
various primitives to achieve the desired effect. Once the laws become larger and more 
complex, it can be hard to maintain such a set of low level primitives.  

One can think of LGI as a highly scalable virtual machine whose instructions are 
made of low level law elements. In this way, it would be possible, for example, to use 
high level abstractions of XMLaw to specify the laws, and in a second step map the 
specification to run on top of the LGI architecture. In order to illustrate this idea, we 
show how some of the elements that compose the conceptual model of XMLaw can be 
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mapped to several of the LGI primitives. The illustration can easily be extended to 
cover all elements of the XMLaw model and the LGI architecture. We have summa-
rized the main regulated events and operations of LGI in Table 5 and  

Table 6. 
Table 5 - Main regulated events of LGI approach. (This list is not intended to be complete.) 
Regulated Events 
adopted Represents the birth of an LGI agent — more specifically, this 

event represents the point in time when an actor adopts a given 
law L under which to operate thus becoming an L-agent. 

arrived This event occurs when a message M sent by agent X to agent Y, 
arrives at the controller of Y. (The home of this event is agent 
Y — the receiver.) 

disconnected This event occurs at the private controller of an agent when its 
actor has been disconnected. 

exception This event may occur when the primitive operation, which has been 
invoked by the home agent, fails. 

obligationDue This event is analogous to the sounding of an alarm clock, re-
minding the controller that a previously imposed obligation of a 
specified type is coming due. Obligations are imposed by means of 
the primitive operation imposeObligation, 

reconnected This event occurs at the private controller of an agent when its 
previously disconnected actor has been reconnected. 

sent This event occurs when the actor of x sends a message m addressed 
to an agent y operating under law L’. The sender x is the home of 
this event. 

stateChanged This event occurs at an agent x when a pending state-obligation 
at x comes due. 

Submitted This event, which is a counterpart of the arrived event, occurs 
at an agent x, when an unregulated message m sent by some process 
at host h, using port p, arrives at x. It is, of course, up to 
law L under which x operates to determine the disposition of this 
message. 

 
Table 6 - Main regulated operations of LGI approach. (This list is not intended to be com-
plete.) 
Operations 
Deliver This operation, which has the form deliver([x,L’],m,y), delivers 

to the home actor the message m, ostensibly sent by x, operating 
under law L’ 

Forward Operation forward(x,m,[y,L’]) sends the message m to Ty, the 
controller of the destination y—assummed here to operate under 
law L’; x is identified here as the ostensible sender of this 
message. 

Add adds term t to the CS. 
Remove Removes from CS a term that matches t, if any. If there is no 

such term to be removed, this operation has no effect. 
Replace Replaces a term t1 from CS, if any, with term t2. If there is no 

term t1 to be replaced, then this operation has no effect. 
Incr Operation incr(f,d), locates a unary term f(n), and increments 

its argument by d. 
Decr decr(f,d) is the implied counterpart of incr. 
replaceCS Operation replaceCS(termList) replaces the whole control-state 

of the home agent with the specified list of terms. 
addCS Operation addCS(termList) appends the terms in the list termList 

to the control state of the home agent. 
imposeObligation imposeObligation(oType, dt, timeUnit) imposes an obligation of 

the specified type on the home agent, to come due after a delay 
dt, given in the specified time units. 

repealObligation Operation repealObligation(oType)removes all pending obligations 
of type oType, along with all associated obligation-terms in 
DCS. 

imposeStateObligation Operation imposeStateObligation(termList) would cause a state-
Changed) event to occur upon any change in any of the terms of 
the CS that are indicated by the termList parameter. 

repealStateObligation Operation repealStateObligation(all) repeals the current state-
obligation, as well as the corresponding audited(termList) term 
from the DCS 

 

Most of the events found in Table 5 are related to low level information about 
communication issues (disconnected, reconnected), sending or receiving of messages 
(sent, arrived), or state changes on the control state (stateChanged). From the point of 
view of the operations, they are also mostly concerned with low level instructions such 
as forward, deliver, add and so on. XMLaw has a rich set of high level abstractions. In 
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Fig. 3 we show how to map some of abstractions to LGI instructions while preserving 
the meaning. 

The protocol presented in Fig. 3 can be directly specified in XMLaw through the e-
lements Protocol, State, Transition and Message. In order to achieve the same behavior 
in LGI, one can write the law as illustrated in Table 7. In this LGI law, we have intro-
duced two terms: currentState and event. The term currentState models the current sta-
tes of the protocol, and the term event simulates generation of events. For example, in 
the first line of Table 7, an agent A sends the message m1 to the agent B; if the current 
state is s0, then state s0 is removed from the list of current states, and state s1 is added 
to the list. We also simulate the generation of a transition_activation event, and finally 
the message is forwarded. 

s0 s1 s2
m3m1

m2

 
Fig. 3. Protocol Example 

 
Table 7 - Protocol specification in LGI 
sent(A,m1,B) -> currentState(s0)@CS, do(remove(currentState(s0))), 
do(add(currentState(s1))), do(add(event(t1,transition_activation))), do(forward). 
sent(A,m2,B) -> currentState(s0)@CS, do(remove(currentState(s0))), 
do(add(currentState(s2))), do(add(event(t2,transition_activation))), do(forward). 
sent(B,m3,A) -> currentState(s1)@CS, do(remove(currentState(s1))), 
do(add(currentState(s2))), do(add(event(t3,transition_activation))), do(forward). 

 

Further examples in Table 8 show how some situations found in XMLaw can be 
mapped to the LGI approach, by incorporating the terms event, currentState, and norm 
in the LGI semantics expressed in prolog. 
 
Table 8 - XMLaw situation modeled using LGI 
1. Upon the arrival of a message m1, a clock must be activated to fire an event in 5 
seconds. The clock should be deactivated when the message m2 arrives. 
XMLaw 
myXMLawClock{5000,regular, (m1),(m2)} 
LGI 
arrived(X, m1, Y) :- imposeObligation("myLGIclock",5). 
arrived(X, m2, Y) :- repealObligation("myLGIclock”). 

2. Fire transition t2 when the clock generates a clock_tick event. The transition changes 
the protocol from state s1 to state s2. 
XMLaw 
t2{s1->s2, myXMLawClock} 
LGI 
obligationDue("myLGIclock ") :- currentState(s1)@CS, do(remove(currentState(s1))), 
do(add(currentState(s2))), do(add(event(t2,transition_activation))), do(forward). 
// comments: the obligationDue event happens when the time specified in 
// the obligation expires. 
3. Declare a periodic clock that must generate an event each five seconds. This clock 

should be activated by the arrival of message m1 and deactivated by the arrival of mes-
sage m2. 
XMLaw 
myXMLawClock{5000,periodic, (m1),(m2)} 
LGI 
arrived(X, m1, Y) :- imposeObligation("myLGIclock",5). 
arrived(X, m2, Y) :- repealObligation("myLGIclock”). 
obligationDue("myLGIclock") :- imposeObligation("myLGIclock ",5). 
// comments: the obligationDue event happens when the time specified in 
// the obligation expires. We can use a loop in the specification for //simulate peri-
odic clocks. In this example, first we “declare” a clock, then //when this clock ex-
pires, then an obligationDue event is generated that in //its turn activates another 
imposeObligation and so on 

3. Message m1 activates transition t1. The transition t1 changes the protocol state from 
s1 to s2. The norm n1 must be activated when transition t1 is fired. The norm is given to 
the agent that received the message m1. 
XMLaw 
t1{s1->s2, m1} 
n1{$addressee, (t1) } 
LGI 
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sent(A,m1,Addresee) -> currentState(s1)@CS, do(remove(currentState(s1))), 
do(add(currentState(s2))), do(add(event(t1,transition_activation))), do(forward). 
imposeStateObligation( event(t1,transition_activation) ). 
stateChanged(event (t1,transition_activation)) :- do( add( event(n1,norm_activation) ) 
), do(add(norm(n1,active,valid)). 
// comments: In this case, the imposeStateObligation would cause an //stateChanged event 
whenever the event(t1,transition_activation) term is //added to the CS. Then, the third 
command states that when this //stateChanged happens, then the norm n1 is made active. 

 

3.1.1  Global Properties 

According to [12], “any policy that can be implemented via a central mediator—which 
can maintain the global interaction state of the entire community—can be imple-
mented also via an LGI law”. As an example of a global property, suppose we encoun-
ter the situation in Fig. 4. In this example, 3 agents are interacting in the context of a 
specified protocol. Agent A sends the message m1 to Agent B. As agents A and B in-
teract, their controllers update the current state.. However, agent C has not partici-
pated of this interaction and therefore, its controller has not updated its current state. 
This causes an inconsistency between the agents A and B states and the state of agent 
C. This happens because the monitoring is performed in a decentralized way with no 
explicit synchronization. 

Controller A

s0 s1 s2
m3m1

m2

Agent A Agent B Agent C

m1

m2

Agent A

currentState=s1

Controller B

Agent B

currentState=s1

Controller C

Agent C

currentState=s0

t1

Protocol specification Interaction execution

Controllers’ state at time t1

 
Fig. 4. Example of the need for synchronization of controllers to preserve global properties 

 

The general way to overcome this problem is to have specific synchronization pro-
tocols such as the token ring in the Islander approach [10]. In LGI it could be achieved 
by introducing a central coordinator that receives all the messages, and therefore keeps 
a consistent global state. Table 9 outlines an implementation in LGI. The laws in 
XMLaw are specified from a global point of view [13]. The approach presented in 
Table 9 has one advantage over the centralized mediator used in XMLaw, since the 
XMLaw mediator cannot protect itself against congestion because of some overactive 
participants which may lead to denial of service. Under LGI, on the other hand, the 
law may limit the frequency of messages that can be issued by any given participant. 
This limit can be locally enforced, and is less susceptible to congestion [6]. 
 
Table 9 - Redirecting to a central coordinator 
alias(coordinator,'law-coordinator@les.inf.puc-rio.br'). 
 
// any message is forward to the central coordinator 
sent(X,M,Y) :- do(forward(X,[M,Y],#coordinator)), do(forward).  
 
// laws ...and redirection to the real addressee 
arrived(#coordinator,A,m1,B) -> currentState(s1)@CS, do(remove(currentstate(s1))), 
do(add(currentState(s2))), do(deliver), do(forward(A,m1,B)). 

 

3.2  Relating the Model to a Not Event-Based Approach 

Electronic Institutions [10] are a technology to enforce and monitor the laws that apply 
to the agent society in a given environment. Several case studies were presented using 
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this approach. They include a Fish Market system [7], a Grid Computing Environment 
application [8], and a Traffic Control application [9]. 

Electronic Institutions (EI) uses a set of concepts that have points of intersection 
with those used in XMLaw. For example, both EI scenes and protocol elements specify 
the interaction protocol using a global view of the interaction. The time aspect is repre-
sented in the Esteva’s approach [10] as timeouts. Timeouts allow activating transitions 
after a given number of time units have passed since a state was reached. On the other 
hand, because of the event model, the clock element proposed in XMLaw can both ac-
tivate and deactivate not only transitions, but also other clocks and norms. Connecting 
clocks to norms allows for a more expressive normative behavior; norms become time 
sensitive elements. Furthermore, XMLaw also includes the concept of actions, which 
allows execution of Java code in response to some interaction situations. 

Table 10 compares the abstractions used in the conceptual model of both ap-
proaches. The goal of this comparison is to relate XMLaw better with an already exist-
ing well-known approach. The comparison shows that although they share a good set 
of concepts they have some important differences. For example, the notion of norms 
presented in EI [14] is better defined than in XMLaw. On the other hand XMLaw has 
the concept of Actions that can be useful for making the laws behave more actively 
and integrated with services provided by the environment. However the major differ-
ence between the two models is the way that abstractions are related to compose the 
law. In EI there is a fixed set of relationships among the elements, and the way ele-
ments are used together is already defined in advance. A good example of this is the 
timeout abstraction. Timeout abstraction of EI is very similar to the clock abstraction of 
XMLaw. However, one can only use the timeout with transitions. If the underlying 
communication model among the elements were more flexible, it would be possible for 
example, to do the same thing as XMLaw and connect the timeout to the norm.  

 
Table 10 – Relating EI and XMLaw conceptual models 
Electronic Instituti-
ons 

XMLaw Comments 

Illocutory for-
mulas 

Message They have different structures but mean the same. 

EI vocabulary 
(ontology) 

It is defined 
in the mes-
sages them-
selves, in-
stead of sepa-
rately. 

EI defines an explicit ontology of all the terms used 
in the conversation. XMLaw does not require this 
definition. 

Internal roles Not considered Internal roles define a set of roles that will be 
played by staff agents which correspond to employees 
in traditional institutions. Since an EI delegates 
their services and duties to the internal roles, an 
external agent is never allowed to play any of the 
roles. 

External roles Role  
Relationships 
over roles 

Not considered  

Control over 
role playing 

Control over 
role playing 

Both approaches provide control over the minimum and 
maximum number of agents that can play a role in a 
scene. 

Scene  Scene Both approaches have the notion of scene. In EI it is 
necessary to specify which agents are allowed either 
to enter or to leave a scene at some particular mo-
ments. In XMLaw, there is no need to specify the exit 
moments. This is because as agents can fail, or even 
exit at their own will, XMLaw considers exit moments 
as not necessary. 

Performative 
Structure 

 

Not consid-
ered. 

The Performative structure is a special type of scene 
that accepts transitions from other scenes and has 
outgoing transitions to other scenes. They allow for 
a specification in which sequence scenes are expected 
to happen. In XMLaw, there is no such concept; how-
ever the notion of norm can be used to achieve simi-
lar effect. Once in the end of a scene a norm could 
be activated and checked against the start of a new 
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scene. 
Protocol 

 
Protocol  

State State States are quite similar, except that XMLaw has two 
types of final states: failure and success.  

Directed edge 

 
Transition 
. 

The directed edge of EI (we used this name because EI 
has a transition element in the performative struc-
ture that has a different meaning) can be activated 
by illocution schemata, timeouts or constraints. In 
contrast, transitions in XMLaw can be activated by 
any event. 

Constraint 

 
Constraint 

 
In EI, constraints are specified as boolean expres-
sions using a operator and two expressions: (op expr1 
expr2). In XMLaw, they are implemented as domain-
dependent Java Code. 

Time-out 

 
Clock 

 
Time-out allows provoking transitions after a given 
number of time units have passed since the state was 
reached. In contrast, clock is a general purpose 
clock that can also be used to provoke transitions to 
fire. But it can also be used, for example, to give 
an expiration period for a norm. 

Normative rules 

 
Norms Both approaches model notions of obligations, permis-

sions and prohibitions. Normative rules model the no-
tion of obligation by verifying: “when an illocution 
is made and the illocution satisfies certain condi-
tions THEN another illocution with other conditions 
must be satisfied in the future”. The norm in XMLaw 
can be used to prevent transition activations, ac-
tions activations and so on 

Not considered Actions Actions can be used to plug services in the mediator. 
They can be activated by any event such as transition 
activation, norm activation and even action activa-
tion. The action specifies the Java class in charge 
of the functionality implementation 

Not considered Law 

 
In XMLaw, the Law element is a global context where 
shared information among scenes and norms, clocks and 
actions can be used. In EI, a closed effect can be 
achieved through the performative structure. 

4  Case Studies 

In this section, we have chosen two examples published in the literature to illustrate 
the applicability of the XMLaw model. The first example was already implemented 
and reported using the LGI approach. The second was also implemented and reported 
using the EI approach. By choosing these examples, we are able to compare the pros 
and cons of the various approaches directly. 

4.1  Case Study 1: Buyer Team 

This case study was already implemented with LGI and presented in [32]. There are 
some modifications to the original problem description. We have eliminated the need 
for a certification authority. The example is described as follows. 
“Consider a department store that deploys a team of agents, whose purpose is to sup-
ply the store with the merchandise it needs. The team consists of a manager, and a set 
of employees (or the software agents representing them) who are authorized as buyers 
and have access to  a purchasing-budget provided to them.  
Let us suppose that under normal circumstances, the proper operation of this buying 
team would be ensured if all its members comply with the following, informally sta-
ted, policy:” 

1. The buying team is initially managed by a distinguished agent called firstMgr. 
But any manager of this team can appoint another agent authenticated as an 
employee as its successor, at any time, thus losing its own managerial powers.  

2. A buyer is allowed to issue purchase orders (POs), taking the cost of each PO 
out of its own budget – which is thus reduced accordingly – provided that the 
budget is large enough. The copy of each PO issued must be sent to the current 
manager. 
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3. An employee can be assigned a budget by the manager, and can give some of 
that budget to other employees, recursively. In addition, the manager can re-
duce the budget of any employee e, as it sees fit, which freezes the budget of e, 
preventing others from increasing e’s budget. The budget of e, will only be able 
to increase again when the manager has changed. 

Messages. Item 1 of this policy is realized when the agent playing the manager role 
sends a message transfer to the employee that will be the successor. Item 2 happens 
when the buyer sends a purchaseOrder(Amount) message, where the Amount is the va-
lue of the purchase order that will be taken from the buyer’s budget. Regarding item 3, 
an agent gives a budget to others by sending the message giveBudget(Amount). Then, 
the sender’s budget will be reduced by Amount and the addressee’s budget will be in-
creased by Amount.  Managers can send the removeBudget(Amount) message. The effect 
of this message is to reduce by Amount the budget of the addressee. 
XMLaw solution. XMLaw has abstractions to decompose the problem into small and 
more manageable pieces of information, and also to structure the steps of interactions 
of a complex conversational protocol. In this example, the interactions do not follow a 
pre-defined sequence, and the protocol is not too complex to justify decomposition in-
to many small parts. We have specified the laws using one scene, which encapsulates 
the interaction protocol and a set of norms, actions and constraints. The complete spe-
cification can be found in Table 11, and the code for actions and constraints used in 
this specification can be found in Table 12 through Table 15. We start the explanation 
by describing the general syntax and dynamics of the elements. We have also provided 
a graphical notation of the protocol based on UML statechart diagrams, which is 
shown in Fig. 5. 
There are five types of messages that can be exchanged between the agents. These 
messages are specified in line 02 to line 06. The format of the message is message-
id{sender,receiver,content}. The symbol * denotes any value. It is also possible to manipu-
late variables; variables are stored in the context. Each scene has its own context, and 
there is also a general law context. They form a hierarchy of contexts.  
The message specified in line 02 means that the sender will be assigned to the budge-
tOwner variable, the receiver can be any agent, and the content has the form pur-
chaseOrder(value), where the value will be assigned to the variable amount. The mes-
sages are used to activate the five transitions of the protocol (lines 09 to 13). However, 
transitions t1, t2, t3, and t4 have constraints that will be checked before they fire and 
will only fire if the constraints are satisfied. The constraints are specified in lines 14 
and 15. Once the transitions fire, some of them activate actions, as can be seen from 
line 16 to 18. Finally, transition t2 also needs the norm specified in line 19 in order to 
fire. 
Transition t1 controls the purchase orders stated in item 02 of the policy. In order to be activated, 

the constraint enoughMoney referred to in line 09 verifies if the sender identified by the variable 

budgetOwner (line 02) has enough money to issue the order (Table 14). Transition t2 controls the 

item 03 of the policy. It refers to the situation where an employee or a manager gives a budget to 

another employee. Then, t2 first verifies if the sender has enough money to transfer (Table 14), then 

checks to see if the employee that is about to receive the money is allowed to receive money as speci-

fied in policy 03. This verification is done through the norm increaseBudgetProhibition (line 19). 

This norm is given to an employee when the manager sends a removeBudget message and this mes-

sage activates the transition t3. In XMLaw it can be seen in line 19, where t3 is the transition that 

activates the norm, and t4 is the transition that deactivates it. Therefore, if the norm is active, the 

transition t2 is not fired. If the agent has not such a norm, then the transition t2 will fire. Once t2 is 

fired, action changeBudget is activated (line 18). The code of this action can be found in Table 15. 

Transition t4 is activated when the manager sends a transfer message to an employee. In the proto-

col, the constraint checkTransfer (Table 12) guarantees that the sender of the message is in fact the 

manager.  If the transition t4 fires, then the action switchManager ( 
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Table 13) is executed, and the norm increaseBudgetProhibition is deactivated. The 
switchManager action updates the current manager, and once the increaseBudgetProhibi-
tion is not active, employees that have gained this norm, now are free again to receive 
budget through the message giveBudget. 

 
Fig. 5. Interaction Protocol 

 
Table 11 – XMLaw Code 
01: generalScene{ 
02:    PO{$budgetOwner,*,purchaseOrder($amount)} 
03:    removeBudget{manager,$budgetOwner,removeBudget($amount)} 
04:    giveBudget{$budgetOwner,$receiver,giveBudget($amount)}     
05:    transfer{$manager,$employee,transfer} 
06:    end{$sender,$receiver,end} 
 
07:    s1{initial} 
08:    s2{success} 
 
09:    t1{s1->s1, PO, [enoughMoney]} 
10:    t2{s1->s1, giveBudget, [enoughMoney],[increaseBudgetProhibition]} 
11:    t3{s1->s1, removeBudget, [enoughMoney]} 
12:    t4{s1->s1, transfer, [checkTransfer]} 
13:    t5{s1->s2, end} 
 
14:    enoughMoney{br.pucrio.EnoughMoney} 
15:    checkTransfer{br.pucrio.CheckTransfer} 
 
16:    forwardMessage{(t1), br.pucrio.ForwardMessage} 
17:    switchManager{(t4), br.pucrio.SwitchManager} 
18:    changeBudget{(t2,t3), br.pucrio.ChangeBudget} 
     
19:    increaseBudgetProhibition{$budgetOwner, (t3),(t4)} 
20:} 

 
Table 12 - Constraint that verifies if the agent is in fact the current manager 
class CheckTransfer implements IConstraint{     
    public boolean constrain(ReadonlyContext ctx){ 
        String actualManager = ctx.get(“actualManager”); 
        String currentMgr = ctx.get(“manager”); 
        if (! actualManager.equals(currentMgr)){ 
            return true; // constrains, transition should not fire 
        } 
        return false; 
    } 
} 

 

Table 13 - Action that switches the current manager to the employee 
class SwitchManager implements IAction{     
    public void execute(Context ctx){ 
        String employee = ctx.get(“employee”); 
        ctx.put(“actualManager”,employee); 
    } 
} 

 
Table 14 - Constraint that verifies if the one who is giving money has enough money to give 
class EnoughMoney implements IConstraint{ 
    public boolean constrain(ReadonlyContext ctx){ 
        String budgetOwner = ctx.get(“budgetOwner”); 
        double currentBudget = Double.parseString(ctx.get(budgetOwner)); 
        double amount = ctx.get(“amount”); 
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        double diff = currentBudget – amount; 
        if ( diff < 0){ 
            // constrains, not enough money. Transition should not fire 
            return true;     
        }         
    } 
} 

 
Table 15 - Action that updates budgets both for giveBudget and removeBudget 
class ChangeBudget implements IAction{ 
    public void execute(Context ctx){ 
        String budgetOwner = ctx.get(“budgetOwner”); 
        double currentBudget = Double.parseString(ctx.get(budgetOwner));         
        double amount = ctx.get(“amount”); 
        // update the owner`s budget (the one who is given money) 
        budget.put(budgetOwner, currentBudget - amount);  
 
        String receiver = ctx.get(“receiver”); 
        if (receiver!=null){ // if there is a receiver 
            double receiverBudget = Double.parseString(ctx.get(receiver)); 
            // update the receiver`s budget 
            ctx.put(receiver, receiverBudget+amount); 
        } 
    } 
} 

 
Discussion. The most important part of this case study is Table 11. It is this table that 
contains the elements of the XMLaw conceptual model. The code in this table is mostly 
declarative and is concerned with high level abstractions such as interaction protocol, 
actions, constraints and norms. It was possible to express the rules in twenty lines of 
instructions, which are relatively simple to understand even for those not well versed 
in the XMLaw language. Even with the Java code needed to implement the actions and 
constraints, most of the time the designer can focus on the law specification of Table 11 
and use the actions and constraints as components to achieve the desired functionality. 
The event-model of communication is present in most of the declarations. For example, 
line 19 uses event-based notification to say that the norm increaseBudgetProhibition is 
activated by the transition_activation event generated by the transition t3. It is deacti-
vated by the transition_activation event generated by the transition t4. Another example 
is the transition t1 in line 09 that is activated by the message_arrival event generated by 
the message PO. Of course, the syntax of the language hides most of the details from 
the designer, and allows the event-based model to work behind the scenes. Although 
this case study is relatively small, it is useful to make the ideas presented in this paper 
more concrete. By using an existing  case study it is also possible to compare this im-
plementation with the one presented in [32]. 
When compared to the LGI solution in [32], the XMLaw laws in Table 11 provide a 
higher-level mapping from problem specification to the solution. For example, the re-
striction stated in the policy item 2 “a buyer is allowed to issue purchase orders … pro-
vided that the budget is large enough” is directly mapped to the XMLaw Constraint 
element enoughMoney used in line 09. 

4.2  Case Study 2: Conference Center 
This case study was implemented with EI and presented in [10][33]. The example is 
described as follows. 
“A conference takes place in a physical setting, the conference centre, where different 
activities take place in different locations by people that adopt different roles (speaker, 
session chair, organization staffer, etc.). During the conference people pursue their in-
terests moving around the physical locations and engaging in different activities. A 
Personal Representative Agent (PRA) is an agent inhabiting the virtual space that is in 
charge of advancing some particular interest of a conference attendee by searching for 
information and talking to other software agents.” 
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The example presented in [10] has structured the application in six different scenes: 
Information Gathering Scene, Context Scene, Appointment Proposal Scene, Appoint-
ment Coordination Scene, Advertiser Scene, and Delivery Scene. However, in [10] mo-
re details were provided for the scene Appointment Proposal, which allows us to use it 
as the focus on this paper. 
The participants of this scene are two personal representative agents (PRA). The goal 
of the scene is to agree upon a set of topics for discussing during the appointment. The 
scene is played as follows: 

1. one of the PRAs (PRA1) takes the initiative and sends an appointment proposal 
to the other PRA PRA2), with a set of initial topics. This proposal has a time 
that defines its validity (clock). We will refer to the PRA1x and to PRA2. When-
ever the clock expires and PRA1y has not answered, the scene moves to s5. 

2. PRA2 evaluates the proposal and can either (i) accept, (ii) decline, or (iii) send a 
counter proposal to PRA1x with a different set of topics. The proposal has also a 
time that defines its validity.  

3. in turn, when PRA1 receives the counter proposal of PRA2, PRA1x evaluates 
this counter proposal  and can also either accept, decline, or send a counter 
proposal to PRA2. This negotiation phase finishes when an agreement on top-
ics is reached or one of them decides to withdraw a specific proposal. 

As we have said, PRAs participate in the virtual space representing an attendee while 
trying to agree upon a set of topics for discussion at the appointment. Thus, when a 
PRA reaches an agreement for the set of topics, the PRA must inform the attendee. 
This is represented in XMLaw through the norm app-notification that can be used in 
other scenes to prevent agents that have not fulfilled the obligation from interacting 
XMLaw solution. Fig. 6 shows a graphical representation based on UML statecharts of 
the interaction protocol of Appointment Proposal scene. The XMLaw specification of 
this scene is shown in Table 16. There are three types of messages: propose, accept and 
decline (lines 02 to 04). Those messages are used to fire most of the transitions (lines 08, 
09, 10, 11, 13 and 14). The transition t5 is activated by the clock in line 16. This clock is 
activated every time transitions t1, t4 or t6 fire; and it is deactivated when there is a 
firing of transitions t2, t3, t4 or t5. This clock generates a clock_tick 5000 milliseconds 
after its activation. Line 15 declares the norm app-notification. This norm is given to 
the PRA that accepts the proposal of topics. This acceptance occurs in transition t2. 

 
Fig. 6. Interaction Protocol 

 
Table 16 - XMaw Code 
01: appointmentProposal{ 
02:    propose{$PRA1,$PRA2,$topics} 
03:    accept{$PRA1,$PRA2,$topics} 
04:    decline{$PRA1,$PRA2,$reason} 
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05:    s1{initial} 
06:    s3{success} 
07:    s4{failure} 
 
08:    t1{s1->s2, propose} 
09:    t2{s2->s3, accept} 
10:    t3{s2->s4, decline} 
11:    t4{s2->s2, propose} 
12:    t5{s2->s5, clock} 
13:    t6{s5->s2, propose} 
14:    t7{s5->s4, decline} 
     
15:    app-notification{$PRA1, (t2),()} 
 
16:    clock{5000,regular, (t1,t4,t6),(t2,t3,t4,t5)} 
 
17:} 

 
Discussion. When compared to the solution presented in [10], the solution presented 
here has some differences: (i) the set of message definitions is reused many times in the 
protocol, which has lead to a much simpler protocol (for example, the number of tran-
sitions was decreased from 13 to 7); (ii) because of the event-model, the clock element 
is plugged into the law in order to fire transitions. When compared to EI, the transition 
itself has a timeout element. In other words, the transition provides the functionality of 
the clock. This separation leads to better separation of concerns, and better reuse once 
clocks can be composed with other elements; (iii) as the norm is also connected to the 
event model, its activation is much simpler, one has only to specify which event acti-
vates the norm. 

5  Discussions 

In this paper we have shown that the conceptual model of XMLaw is composed of hi-
gher-level abstractions as compared to the primitives of LGI. We have also shown that 
the event-based notion leads XMLaw to have a more flexible model to accommodate 
future changes and compose the elements when compared to EI. 

To be more precise, both XMLaw and LGI deal only with the exchange of messages 
between agents, and are not sensitive to the internal behavior of agents, and to changes 
in their internal state. In general, LGI is most effective for laws that are naturally local, 
while XMLaw is most effective for laws that are naturally global. Laws under both ap-
proaches are not intended to specify all the details of the interaction between the a-
gents; it is merely a constraint on the interaction. From a conceptual point of view, LGI 
provides a state abstraction (control state), a set of events relating to communication 
issues, and a set of operations for manipulating the state. The state acts basically as a 
hashtable where terms are stored. There is no restriction over the type of terms that 
can be used. This lack of a restriction may lead to a great flexibility that is useful in a-
dapting the approach to various domains. However, a small set of high level predi-
cates could be more useful to help in the coordination and enforcement of laws with-
out the complexity of creating new terms. The mapping of the elements from XMLaw 
to LGI can be seen as creating a prolog-based model of XMLaw because the events and 
operations provided in LGI are general and related to low level concepts. The mapping 
can be used if there is a need for a decentralized architecture such as LGI. It is also im-
portant to say that although global properties can be implemented in LGI, if one uses 
the general solution presented in [2] and referenced in Table 4, one is not making use 
of the decentralized nature of LGI. On the other hand, it is also possible to write laws 
that make use of very specific and domain dependent knowledge to synchronize states 
only when needed. However this approach introduces complexity for the specification 
of the laws and brings to the law specification concerns of distributed synchronization. 
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A flexible underlying event-based model as presented in XMLaw could make con-
ceptual models of governance approaches more prepared to accommodate changes. 
We think that there is much space to improve the elements of the XMLaw model to 
make it more expressive and even easier for designing laws. One such improvement 
would be to incorporate the notion of norms described in [14]. 

To summarize, XMLaw is an alternative approach to specifying laws in open multi-
agent systems that presents high level abstractions and a flexible underlying event-
based model. Thus XMLaw allows for flexible composition of the elements from its 
conceptual model and is flexible enough to accept new elements. 

We are currently extending the XMLaw model to incorporate fault tolerance tech-
niques. The idea is to use the laws to perform error detection and then also use laws to 
specify the recovery strategy through error handling (rollback, rollforward, compensa-
tion) or fault handling (diagnosis, isolation, reconfiguration, reinitialization). Thus, the 
XMLaw model has to evolve to accommodate the concerns related to fault handling. 
Other work we are performing includes using the laws to collect explicit meta-data a-
bout dependability [29] using a dependability explicit computing approach. The goal is 
to show that our model is flexible enough to deal with very different concerns, ac-
commodating many aspects of dependability. 
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